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vegetation burned per kilogram of fuel load) and emission factors (the mass of each species emitted per unit of dry vegetation burned). The availability of satellite-based measurements to define burned areas (Giglio et al., 2009 ) makes it possible to estimate fire emissions on a global scale using this technique, and thereby construct emissions inventories that serve as inputs to global models used to understand the atmospheric impacts of fires, e.g. Giglio et al. (2013) and van der Werf et al. (2006 van der Werf et al. ( , 2010 . Variations on the method for estimating burned area are used for fire emissions in Australia's National Greenhouse Gas Inventory (Australian Greenhouse Office, 2006) , whilst the Fire INventory from NCAR (FINN) uses daily thermal hotspots detected by satellite-based sensors to estimate area burned . Alternative methods for estimating emissions include model inversions constrained by satellite measurements of carbon monoxide (e.g. Pfister et al., 2005) , fire radiative power (e.g. Wooster et al., 2003 Wooster et al., , 2005 or aerosol optical depth (e.g. Paton-Walsh et al., 2010a , 2012 . In order to characterise the major emissions from vegetation fires, all these methods require knowledge of the emission factors for the relevant ecosystem.
The critical importance of emission factors for estimating fire emissions is problematic because there is a large range in the emission factors of most gases that are reported in reviews of the literature (e.g. Akagi et al., 2011; Andreae and Merlet, 2001 ). Andreae and Merlet (2001) produced the first compilation of emission factors measured from different ecosystems. They included as many measurements as were available at the time, converting measurements of ratios of different gases to equivalent emission factors for these gases where necessary. More recently, Akagi et al. (2011) produced an updated version that only included measurements made directly at the fires, excluding "enhancement ratios" measured down-wind of the fires. Both compilations report a very wide range of emission factors for individual ecosystems. This reflects both natural variability (driven by differences in vegetation cover, moisture content and fire intensity) and potential sampling biases from different studies that derive from different measurement geometries (see Sect. 4.2) .
At any single location within the fire, combustion can be thought of as progressing from a flaming stage through to a smouldering stage. Flaming combustion results in larger proportions of highly oxidised species such as CO 2 and NO x , whilst emissions from smouldering combustion contain more CO, NH 3 and volatile organics. For this reason, the emission factors depend on the balance of flaming and smouldering combustion that occurs throughout the fire (Andreae and Merlet, 2001) . Species emitted during the rapid and intense flaming stage are lofted by convection, whilst many other trace gases are emitted predominantly through the slow and sometimes prolonged smouldering stage. Open-path Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy is a ground-based technique that measures the concentration of trace gases integrated over a path length of many metres. Despite being a ground-based technique, it has the potential to operate in geometries that capture flaming emissions as they are lofted above the fire and continue to measure the emissions through the smouldering stages of the burn. Open-path FTIR spectroscopy was first used to measure mole fractions of gasphase species in open biomass burning smoke in the USA by Griffith et al. (1991) . It has been used in several subsequent studies (e.g. Akagi et al., 2013 Akagi et al., , 2014 Goode et al., 1999 Goode et al., , 2000 Wooster et al., 2011; Yokelson et al., 1996 Yokelson et al., , 1997 ), but has not been used before for field measurements of trace gas emissions from Australian forest fires.
The type of combustion that occurs, and hence the mixture of trace gases that are released, is heavily dependent on factors such as the fuel type, load, moisture and arrangement and on environmental conditions such as temperature and humidity. Fire intensity, which is in part governed by these prior factors, also plays a significant role in influencing emissions (Andreae and Merlet, 2001; Yokelson et al., 1999) . These factors have considerable spatial and temporal variability. For this reason, emission factors may differ significantly from one ecosystem to another.
It has been estimated that Australia contributes ∼ 8 % of the total global carbon emissions from biomass burning (Ito and Penner, 2004) , and yet there have been relatively few measurements made of emissions from Australian fires. Interest has focused predominantly on the northern savanna regions where large areas burn every year (Hurst et al., 1994a, b; Meyer et al., 2012; Shirai et al., 2003) . There are some other measurements in the literature that report emission ratios or enhancement ratios measured in fresh and aged Australian savanna fire smoke, respectively. However, these may only be converted to equivalent emission factors by using an assumed emission factor for the reference gas (e.g. Pak et al., 2003; Paton-Walsh et al., 2010b) .
The scarcity of previous measurements in the scientific literature is even more pronounced for Australian forest fires, where the only directly measured emission factors are from aircraft-based samples by Hurst et al. (1996) for a subset of gases. There are a number of other studies that present enhancement ratios measured in aged smoke using either ground-based solar remote sensing Fourier transform spectrometry or satellite-based spectroscopic measurements (Glatthor et al., 2013; Paton-Walsh et al., 2004 Young and Paton-Walsh, 2011) . For conversion to an equivalent emission factor, these measured enhancement ratios require an assumed emission factor for CO, which introduces large uncertainties to the emission factors for these fires. Additionally, concentrations of gases have been measured in smoke from Australian forest fires to assess the exposure levels of firefighters and rural populations exposed to bushfire smoke (Reisen and Brown, 2009; Reisen et al., 2011) . A study that identified emissions from eucalyptus species at high temperatures and during combustion produced no quantitative mole fractions, nor any emission factors (Maleknia et al., 2009 Figure 1 . Schematic of the instrumental set-up, showing a basic Fourier transform spectrometer and the optics mounted on the top plate to steer the modulated radiation from the spectrometer through the telescope to the distant retro-reflector array and back again to be focused onto the detector.
The work described in this paper aims to contribute to the sparse base of knowledge concerning the atmospheric emissions from Australian temperate forest fires. Open-path FTIR spectroscopy was used for field measurements of trace gases emitted during five different hazard reduction burns in Australian temperate forests in 2010 and 2012. In a partner paper, similar techniques are employed to provide new emission factors from Australian savanna fires (Smith et al., 2014) .
2 Open-path Fourier transform infrared spectroscopic measurement techniques
The open-path FTIR system
The open-path FTIR system operated by the University of Wollongong consists of a Bomem MB-100 Series FTIR spectrometer (1 cm −1 resolution), fitted with a Meade 12 (305 mm) LX300 telescope. The spectrometer is equipped with a built-in infrared source so that the infrared radiation is modulated within the spectrometer before being sent out through the telescope to the distant retro-reflectors, typically located 20 to 50 m away. It is then returned through the telescope -and the fraction of the radiation that is reflected by the external beam splitter is focused onto the liquid-nitrogencooled Mercury Cadmium Telluride detector (see Fig. 1 ) (Phillips et al., 2011) . This "monostatic" configuration, shown in Fig. 1 , has significant advantages over the often used "bistatic" configuration (where a distant collimated infrared source is imaged by a telescope onto the entrance aperture of the spectrometer) because there is no requirement to correct for radiation emitted by the surrounding environment (see Bacsik et al., 2004) . This is because the radiation from the surrounding environment is not modulated by the interferometer in this arrangement and therefore appears only as a direct current signal on the detector (and thus has no significant impact on the resulting spectrum). Pre-modulation of the radiation source is especially important when measuring flaming combustion because the strong radiation emitted by the flames does not appear in the Fourier transform spectrum. Our monostatic configuration allows measurement even through flames thereby avoiding biases that result if spectra that are recorded through flames need to be discarded. Nevertheless, problems can still arise with the spectroscopy of very hot gases, if the temperature is not well defined.
The spectrometer was mounted on a tripod such that the line of sight was approximately 1.5 m above the ground and aligned with a retro-reflector positioned in the field (typically between 20 and 40 m from the spectrometer). Single beam spectra were recorded approximately every 20 s (by coadding three scans per spectrum) before and during each burn at 1.0 cm −1 resolution.
Quantitative analysis of infrared spectra
Trace gas mole fractions were calculated from all open-path FTIR spectra using the Multiple Atmospheric Layer Transmission (MALT) program (Griffith, 1996) . MALT calculates "synthetic" spectra to closely match measured spectra using an initial estimate of the amount of each gas present in the measurement path, as well as a combination of absorption line parameters (from the 2008 HITRAN database for this work) (Rothman et al., 2009) . The synthetic spectra are iteratively recalculated (using a non-linear least squares method that adjusts the estimated amount of each species present) until the difference between the measured spectra and the synthetic spectra is minimised (the best fit is achieved). A more comprehensive description of MALT can be found in Griffith (1996) and Griffith et al. (2012) . The use of synthetic spectra has been proven as an accurate method for quantitative trace gas analysis over a broad range of mole fractions, ranging from those found in the ambient atmosphere to those in highly polluted atmospheres such as biomass burning smoke plumes . In that study Smith et al. (2011) compared MALT trace gas retrieved amounts from spectra collected using open-path FTIR spectroscopy to true known amounts using calibration gases in a large gas cell. They reported MALT retrievals accurate to within 5 % of the true amounts when the environmental parameters are accurately specified. MALT also uses the values of pressure, temperature and path length provided to convert from the retrieved path length amounts to mole fraction of each species, usually expressed in µmol mol −1 (ppm) or nmol mol −1 (ppb).
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Spectral regions and parameters for quantitative analysis of trace gases in highly polluted environments
As part of this study, we defined a set of standardised spectral regions that can be used for each of the trace gases of interest. This was done with spectra from the monostatic configuration described above and spectra from the bistatic instrument configuration used in the savanna fires and described in our partner paper (Smith et al., 2014) . We have chosen spectral windows and fitting parameters that optimise the stability of the retrieval and minimise the residuals to the fits (the differences between the measured and the best fitted synthetic spectra) for these two very different instrumental setups. Optimised spectral windows are dependent upon many factors, including path length, spectral resolution, humidity and the concentration range of the species retrieved and any interfering species. The spectral regions and fitting parameters presented here would be a useful starting point for new groups employing open-path FTIR spectrometry to measure in similar highly polluted atmospheric environments. The spectral regions are chosen to contain the most sensitive absorption features of the trace gases of interest (i.e. neither too weak to be detected above the spectral noise of the continuum level, nor too saturated to change with the further addition of more absorbing molecules). The chosen regions are similar but not identical to those used in Akagi et al. (2014) . Any unavoidable interfering species that were absorbing in the specified spectral region were accounted for by fitting them at the same time. The standardised spectral regions chosen for each trace gas of interest in this work are described in detail in Appendix A and summarised in Table 1 , with typical fits achieved shown in Fig. 2 .
Hazard reduction burns
In total, five hazard reduction burns were attended in this study, with two fires in 2010 and three in 2012. All fires were located in New South Wales (NSW) and were conducted by the NSW National Parks & Wildlife Service, often with the assistance of volunteer rural fire services. 2011 was a year with unusually high rainfall (Cottrill, 2012; Tobin and Skinner, 2012) and, despite several burns planned in the region, no fires were successfully sampled. Vegetation types burned in this study included eucalypt woodland forest, banksia/hakea heath and sclerophyll forest, shrub and woodland. Estimated fuel loadings (before the fires) varied from 8-10 tonnes per hectare (t ha −1 ) to 20-25 t ha −1 and the total area burned varied from 4.8 ha to as much as 148.5 ha (S. Evans, personal communication, 2012) . In all instances, only a subset of the total fuel burned could be sampled by the methods described here, with measurements made over several hours and in one case spanning two days of burning.
A brief overview of each fire attended is given below and the main details are summarised in Table 2 .
Lane Cove hazard reduction burn
The first hazard reduction burn measurements were made on the 31 August 2010 at Max Allen Drive at the NSW Parks & Wildlife Service's depot at Lane Cove (33.79 • S, 151.15 • E). The spectrometer was positioned at the bottom of a steep slope at the depot itself, with the telescope pointing up the hill towards the retro-reflector array positioned ∼ 53 m away at the edge of the access road. The total optical path length from infrared source to detector was estimated to be 107 ± 2 m. The geometric arrangement was such that both smoke and flames passed through the line of sight, making the pre-modulated source essential for this set-up (see Fig. 3a ).
Turramurra hazard reduction burn
The second of the burns attended was at Gibberagong, North Turramurra in Ku-Ring-Gai Chase National Park on the 28 September 2010. This was the largest of all the hazard reduction burns attended in this study, with a total of 148.5 hectares of banksia and hakea heath and sclerophyll shrub forest burned. Over 50 firefighters, 3 fire engines and two helicopters were deployed for the fire with one helicopter dropping incendiary bombs and the other water bombing to prevent the spread of the fire beyond the intended boundaries of the burn.
The spectrometer's telescope and retro-reflectors were set up ∼ 42 m apart on a fire trail at the perimeter of the fireground and downwind of the flames (see Fig. 3b ), with a total path length of 84 ± 2 m. This geometry required the smoke to be blown into the measurement path nearby and as such may be biased towards smouldering combustion since some of the emissions from flaming stages of the burn may have been lofted by convection above the line of sight of the spectrometer. However, for a significant part of the measurement period, there was flaming combustion of vegetation on the edge of the fire trail where the spectrometer and retroreflector were positioned such that some flaming combustion emissions were sampled.
Abaroo Creek hazard reduction burn
The Abaroo Creek hazard reduction burn took place over two consecutive days (11-12 May 2012) in Heathcote National Park. The northern end of the fireground (34.10 • S, 150.99 • E) was ignited on the 11 May, and the spectrometer and retro-reflectors were set up 43 m apart (86 ± 2 m path length) on the side of the main road into Sydney from the south that bounded the fireground downwind of and adjacent to the fires (see Fig. 3c ). Further ignition was achieved by the use of incendiary devices dropped from a helicopter flying overhead. Smoke and flames from nearby tea trees crossed a Total area burned in Heathcote National Park, NSW, over the two days. b Hours of burning sampled is the difference between the time that the first and last smoke-affected spectra were recorded. In some cases spectra were lost during this time due to fire trucks or fire fighters obscuring the measurement path or excluded due to temperature errors or insufficient enhancements over background values.
the measurement path fanned by winds from the northwest. The proximity to the road could also have produced some interfering pollution from cars slowed by traffic controllers and the smoke blowing across the road. The southern end of the Abaroo Creek fireground (34.13 • S, 150.99 • E) was ignited on the 12 May. The spectrometer and retro-reflectors were set up 31 m apart (62 ± 2 m path length) at the muster point on the fire trail close to the ignition point. The muster point was an open area of approximately 100 m length and 30 m width with the fires being burned either side.
Vegetation to the east of our measurement path was ignited first and, at the time of ignition, there was a slight westerly breeze so that little of the emissions from this area were sampled by the spectrometer. Unfortunately, the breeze had dropped away by the time the area to our west was ignited, so our line of path was not ideally located downwind of the burning vegetation (see Fig. 3d ). Nevertheless, significant enhanced mole fractions were measured along the optical path allowing emission factors to be calculated, but we suspect a bias towards smouldering combustion. Results from both days of burning at Abaroo Creek have been combined in an attempt to yield a more representative sample of flaming and smouldering combustion. within the woodland area being burned (see Fig. 3e ). In this geometry, flaming and smouldering emissions are sampled together, with less potential for bias towards the smouldering emissions. The burn took hold easily and plenty of smoke was sampled in the measurement path.
Alfords Point hazard reduction burn
The Alfords Point burn occurred in somewhat unusual circumstances for a hazard reduction burn, with a strong breeze blowing towards the face of a steep escarpment, and the fire being first ignited near the top. The firefighters worked by igniting the fire in approximately 15 m strips and allowing it to burn upwards towards a fire trail at the top, in front of a number of residential buildings. The spectrometer, telescope and retro-reflectors were set up ∼ 42 m apart (84 ± 2 m path length) immediately leeward of the steep escarpment and away from any of the nearby homes. The strength of the wind was sufficient to push the flames towards the measurement path, ensuring an excellent geometry to capture a good mixture of emissions representative of all states of burning occurring in the fire. This is illustrated in the photograph taken at the site shown in Fig. 3f . Fanned by the wind, the fire burned well and the geometry of the measurement set-up resulted in very high mole fractions of trace gases being sampled in the measurement path. Despite personal protective equipment (goggles and masks), the smoke and heat became too intense for us to stay with the spectrometer throughout the measurement period; however once set up, the open-path spectrometer ran autonomously and continued to record spectra through the thick smoke.
Methods for calculating emission factors
Calculating emission factors and modified combustion efficiency
The emission factor (EF i ) is the mass of a gaseous species (i) emitted per unit of dry fuel consumed, usually expressed in units of g kg −1 . When the measurements include the species that contain the majority of the carbon that is emitted by the fires, then approximate emission factors for each of the trace gases of interest can be calculated using the method previously used by Ward and Radke (1993) :
where EF i is the mass in grams of species i emitted per kilogram of dry fuel burned (g kg −1 ), F c is the fractional carbon content of the fuel (assumed here to be 0.50 ± 0.05 for all hazard reduction burns , MM i is the molecular mass of species i, with 12 the atomic mass of carbon and C i / C T is the number of moles of species i emitted divided by the total number of moles of carbon emitted, which may be calculated directly from excess mole fractions measured according to
where [i] and [j ] are the excess mole fractions of species i and j respectively (defined as the mole fraction, e.g.
[i] measured in the smoke, minus the mean background mole fraction measured before the fire [i] bkgnd ), NC j is the number of carbon atoms in compound j and the sum is of all carbon-containing species emitted by the fire. Only those carbonaceous species retrieved in this work (CO 2 , CO, CH 4 , C 2 H 4, H 2 CO, CH 3 OH, HCOOH and CH 3 COOH) have been included in the emission factor calculations. While these do not represent all of the carbon-containing species emitted by a fire, they account for the vast majority of carbon emissions (∼ > 98 %). Most of the carbon emitted by biomass burning is in the form of CO 2 and CO (90-95 %), with the remainder as CH 4 or other volatile organic carbon compounds and particulate matter . Use of only those carbonaceous species detected by FTIR spectrometry in this mass balance equation has been estimated to artificially inflate the emission factors by 1-2 % (Yokelson et al., 2007) . C i / C T may also be calculated using emission ratios with respect to a reference species (usually CO 2 or CO) via
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where ER i/y is the emission ratio of species i to the reference species y, given by
where [i] is the excess mole fraction of species i. (Note that when the measurements are made downwind of the fire in aged smoke, then these same ratios are commonly referred to as "enhancement ratios", to highlight the fact that chemical and physical processing may have altered the ratio of species from that which was originally emitted from the fire.) Deriving the emission ratios via the gradient of the linear best fit to a plot of the abundance of species i against the abundance of reference species y, removes the requirement for accurate knowledge of the background mole fractions, yet introduces an insignificant degree of error . The emission factor for a particular species may then be calculated via
where EF i is the emission factor of species i (g kg −1 ), MM i and MM y are the molecular weights of species i and species y respectively, and EF y is the emission factor of the reference species y. Since a mole fraction for each of the gases is retrieved from every spectrum recorded during the fire, it is possible to calculate a separate emission factor for each gas from every spectrum. However, emission factors of some gases may change as the fire develops depending upon the combustion efficiency of the material being burned. The combustion efficiency is defined as the proportion of total carbon emitted as CO 2 and is now commonly approximated to a modified combustion efficiency (MCE) given by (Hao and Ward, 1993; Yokelson et al., 1996) 
When the fire is dominated by flaming combustion, the combustion efficiency is high. It decreases as smouldering combustion becomes more dominant.
Sampling geometries and potential biases
Ideally, sampling techniques should capture a representative amount of flaming and smouldering combustion so that the measurements are representative of the fire as a whole. In a laboratory fire it is possible to ensure that all the emissions are captured and (if the flow rate is kept constant) be sure that measurements sampled truly represent the fire as a whole (Burling et al., 2010) . In the field, ground-based in situ measurements are likely to be biased towards the smouldering stage of burning since flaming emissions are transported rapidly to higher altitudes via convection. Aircraftbased measurements capture both flaming and smouldering emissions lofted during the initial stages of the fire but may underestimate residual smouldering emissions. Since aircraft sampling captures smoke predominantly from the intense burning that consumes the majority of the fuel in forest fires (Akagi et al., 2014) , it is more likely to closely resemble a true representative sample than a ground-level measurement. For fires that are dominated by smouldering combustion (e.g. peat fires), a ground-level sampling geometry would be superior. In this study, the spectrometer and retro-reflectors were either placed downwind of the fire so that the wind would blow smoke into the measurement path (e.g. at Gibberagong and Abaroo Creek burns), across an area of burning forest (e.g. Max Allen Drive and Gulguer Nature Reserve) or immediately leeward of a steep escarpment (Alfords Point). These measurement geometries that sampled across the burning area were chosen so both flaming and smouldering emissions would pass through the line of sight. Nevertheless, this does not ensure a representative sample because the flaming emissions may be moving past the line of sight faster than smouldering emissions as they are driven upwards by convective forces. So for this study, we can postulate a probable bias towards the smouldering stages of combustion that is less pronounced that for an in situ ground-based measurement.
Different sampling biases are likely to result in different fire-averaged MCE values. Thus we can also predict that our fire-averaged MCE values are likely to lie below those typical for aircraft-based measurements (which are probably biased to flaming emissions and high MCE) and above those typical for ground-based in situ measurements (which are biased to smouldering emissions and low MCE). Although we can theorise about a potential sampling bias towards lower MCE values in our measurements, we have no mechanism to confirm this or to estimate its magnitude. For this reason, our measured sample is actually our best estimate of the overall fire emissions characteristics. When choosing how to combine all the measurements to estimate fire-averaged values, care must be taken not to introduce any further potential biases.
Obtaining best estimates for fire-averaged emission factors
One consequence of the fact that many emission factors change with combustion efficiency as the fire develops is that a measurement made at one stage of the fire may not be representative of the fire as a whole. There are a number of different ways in which whole-fire emissions estimates can be made, each with its own advantages and disadvantages, and these are outlined below:
1. Arithmetic mean: the simplest method is to calculate separate emission factors for each spectrum independently and to take a simple arithmetic mean. The problem with this approach is that it fails to account for the larger rate of biomass consumption during flaming combustion . Thus, weighting all the spectra equally will result in an unwanted dependence on the relative time spent measuring during flaming and smouldering combustion. Since flaming combustion is relatively quick, this will bias the estimated fireaveraged emission factors towards smouldering emissions compared to the true overall emissions.
2. Regression to CO 2 : a different method is to calculate emission ratios to CO 2 for each species from the relevant regressions. Emission factors may then be calculated using Eqs. (1) and (3) that use the data from all spectra together. This is conceptually straightforward and has the advantage that the regression process lends more weight to points with larger enhancements (thereby weighting the spectra towards flaming combustion). The use of regressions to determine emission ratios also removes the need for accurate knowledge of background mole fractions of the trace gases. The difficulty with this method is that it relies on a regression line that can lie far from most points (between two distinct correlation lines that represent the emissions due to flaming and smouldering combustion), as illustrated in the top left-hand panel of Fig. 4 . The calculated emission factors give greater weight to the flaming combustion than a simple arithmetic mean, but this weighting is not necessarily directly related to the amount of biomass that is consumed.
3. Separate flaming and smouldering via MCE: one way of accounting for strongly varying emission factors (calculated from individual spectra) as the fire progresses is to divide the results into those with MCE values typical of flaming (> 90 %) and those with MCE values typical of smouldering (< 90 %) and to present two separate emission factors (Lobert and Scharffe, 1991; Yokelson et al., 1996) . In some previous studies, fire radiative power measurements have been made simultaneously with the measurement of emission factors and subsequently used to weight the relative contribution of flaming-dominated emissions and smouldering-dominated emissions from the fire as a whole. For example, Wooster et al. (2011) used the fire radiative power method in a southern African savanna and concluded that most of the fuel was consumed in the flaming-dominated stages, where cumulative fire radiative power was by far the greatest, so much so that fire-averaged emission factors were close to those measured at high MCE alone. In the absence of fire radiative power measurements, the issue of what proportion of flaming and smouldering combustion occurred in the fire as a whole may be left unanswered. Without an estimate of the relative amounts of fuel consumed within these MCE ranges, an estimate of the whole-fire emission factor cannot be made.
4. Summation method: a good way to ensure that the fireaveraged emission factor correctly weights each spectrum to the total biomass consumed is to calculate the total excess amounts of each gas detected by summing the excess amounts from each spectrum. The emission factors may then be calculated for the whole fire via Eqs. (1) and (2). This method has the significant advantage that it correctly weights each spectrum by the proportion of the total sampled excess carbonaceous species measured, with the only drawback being that it relies on accurate knowledge of background mole fractions.
5. Emission ratio to reference gas: emission factors may also be calculated via Eq. (5) using the measured emission ratio of the gas of interest with respect to a reference species (usually CO or CO 2 ). Using the gradient of a regression line between the target gas and the reference gas will often yield the emission ratio with very low uncertainty, which is a significant advantage of this method. This method is sometimes used with an assumed value for the emission factor of the reference species (usually taken from a previous study or mean literature value for the ecosystem) which can introduce large extra uncertainties. However in this case, the emission factors of CO 2 and CO can be derived directly from the measurements and so no such disadvantage is present.
In this study, we have chosen to use a combination of methods 4 and 5 above to calculate whole-fire emission factors.
We have used the whole-fire summation method to obtain our best estimate for the emission factors of CO 2 and CO, using the background mole fraction values for these gases measured before ignition of the fires (which can be measured relatively easily). For all other gases (where the background values are often closer to the quantitation limits of the measurement technique), we have used emission ratios via Eq. (5) and the emission factors for CO 2 and CO calculated for the fire via the summation method. This produces lower uncertainties than using the summation method for all gases because it does not rely on poorly defined background values for many of the trace gases. The reference species used for each of the emission factor calculations was chosen based upon which species (CO or CO 2 ) was more strongly correlated to the particular trace gas i; C 2 H 4 , H 2 CO and N 2 O were most strongly correlated to CO 2 whereas all other gases were most strongly correlated to CO.
Estimation of measurement uncertainties
There are a number of difficulties in obtaining a good estimate of measurement uncertainty for the type of measurements described in this paper. Probably the most significant of these is the fact that it is not possible to know whether or not the measurements actually recorded are a good representative sample of the fire as a whole (see Sect. 4.2). Another issue is that the measurements are sensitive to the assumed temperature in the retrieval algorithm. This presents a difficulty because the real temperature may vary substantially along the line of sight of the measurement, especially when measuring through flames. An error in the assumed temperature has two effects on the retrieved concentration. The first is that it impacts on the density and hence the concentration of the gases. This density effect actually cancels out in the calculation of emission factors because it has no impact on the fraction of carbon emitted as each trace gas species. The second temperature effect is on the line strengths of individual absorption lines and the impact of this will be different for different spectroscopic windows used. Trace gases absorbing at a large range of different temperatures or a large error in the assumed temperature will also result in a poor fit and thus also impact the spectral fitting error. Despite these difficulties, it is a useful exercise to try to estimate the likely magnitude of the measurement uncertainties. In Appendix B we work through our methods for estimating measurement uncertainties, starting with the emission factors for CO 2 and CO. Uncertainties are also estimated for emission ratios by combining uncertainties in temperature, spectral fitting (including signal-to-noise ratio), HI-TRAN line parameters and the gradient of the emission ratio plots. Finally, emission factor uncertainties are determined by combining in quadrature uncertainties in the emission ratios and in the emission factors of the reference gas CO or CO 2 . See Appendix B for further details.
Results
Emission ratios to CO and CO 2
Emission factors for CO 2 and CO were calculated for all fires by summing the excess amounts of CO 2 , CO, CH Emission factors for all other trace gases were calculated using the emission ratio to either CO or CO 2 , depending upon which showed the stronger correlation. The reason to switch methods is that the uncertainties in background concentrations have little impact on the emission factors of CO 2 and CO but this can become a large uncertainty for other gases. Knowledge of background concentrations is not required if emission factors are calculated via emission ratios (using the gradients of the correlation plots). Example correlation plots from the Alfords Point burn for gases that were Atmos. Chem. Phys., 14, 11313-11333 most strongly correlated to CO 2 (C 2 H 4 , H 2 CO and N 2 O) are shown in Fig. 4 along with the CO versus CO 2 correlation plot. All other gases (CH 4 , NH 3 , CH 3 OH, CH 3 COOH, HCOOH and C 2 H 6 ,) showed stronger correlation to CO. Example correlation plots are shown in Fig. 5 , from either Alfords Point or Abaroo burns. Emission ratios were derived from the gradients of these correlation plots using generalised least squares regression. (This is the best fit to the points that minimises deviations from the line of fit in both x and y axes and is weighted by the uncertainties in both x and y). Table 3 shows the results of the generalised least squares regression analysis, with the emission ratio and its uncertainty given. Also shown is the square of the correlation coefficient to a simple linear regression (R 2 ). This is also provided because it is a more commonly understood measure of the strength of the correlation.
Note that N 2 O to CO 2 emission ratios could only be determined from the Gulguer Nature Reserve and Alfords Point burns where spectra with very large enhancements of trace Table 3 . Results of the generalised least squares regression analysis, with the emission ratio (ER) and its uncertainty (S ER ). Also shown is R 2 , the square of the correlation coefficient to a simple linear regression. The arithmetic mean and standard deviation of the emission ratios measured at all of the fires are given. In addition the modified combustion efficiency (MCE) values calculated via the summation method for each fire are given. * Results from the Alfords Point burn showed evidence of excessive spectral temperature errors for some spectra for CH 4 and NH 3 (caused by really hot gases in the line of sight). These spectra were removed before calculating these emission ratios for Alfords Point.
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gases were measured (CO 2 in excess of 1000 ppm and CO in excess of 100 ppm). This is because N 2 O sits under the CO and CO 2 bands and thus the emission ratio is difficult to measure unless the enhancements are very large. This is also true for C 2 H 6 because its spectral absorption features are weak. Thus, we only managed to determine a C 2 H 6 to CO emission ratio for the Alfords Point burn.
Comparison of emission ratios to previous studies
Most trace gases exhibit very strong correlations with either CO or CO 2 , as can be seen by the large R 2 values given in Table 3 . Also shown in Table 3 are the mean and standard deviation values for the emission ratios from all the fires sampled. For all gases, the natural variability (as seen in the standard deviation of emission ratios measured at different fires) exceeds the measurement uncertainty for the emission ratio at an individual fire. This study provides the first direct measurements of emission factors for many gases from Australian forest fires. In the absence of previous measurements of emission factors, it is interesting to compare our measured emission ratios with enhancement ratios (measured in aged smoke) from Australian forest fires reported in the literature.
Mean CH 3 OH to CO ratios from this study (0.017 ± 0.006) are in excellent agreement with the only previous reported emission ratio from this ecosystem of 0.019 ± 0.001 using ground-based solar remote sensing Fourier transform spectrometry (Paton-Walsh et al., 2008) . Mean NH 3 to CO and C 2 H 6 to CO ratios from this study (0.021 ± 0.008) and (0.0037) respectively are higher than those reported by Paton-Walsh et al. (2005) (also using ground-based solar remote sensing Fourier transform spectrometry) of 0.0095 ± 0.0035 and 0.0023 ± 0.0005. The discrepancy in NH 3 values is likely due to chemical loss in the aged smoke sampled in the earlier studies (Akagi et al., 2012; Goode et al., 2000) . Our single C 2 H 6 to CO emission ratio is ∼ 30 % higher than the value reported by Paton-Walsh et al. (2005) but our estimated measurement uncertainty is 27 %, and with only a single value it is difficult to know whether this is due to natural variability or measurement biases.
The 10-times-lower HCOOH to CO ratio measured in this study (0.0021 ± 0.0008) than the enhancement ratio measured by Paton-Walsh et al. (2005) of 0.021 ± 0.010 in smoke aged a few hours, is predominantly due to HCOOH being chemically produced in the smoke plume as it ages (Goode et al., 2000; Yokelson et al., 2009) We may also compare the enhancement ratios with respect to CO for C 2 H 4 and H 2 CO reported by Paton-Walsh et al. (2005) and Young and Paton-Walsh (2011) from wildfires in Australian forests with our emission ratios with respect to CO 2 by assuming the mean emission factors for CO 2 and CO measured in this study. (This produces a multiplication factor of 0.114 to convert an emission ratio with respect to CO to an equivalent emission ratio with respect to CO 2 .) Thus the C 2 H 4 to CO enhancement ratio reported by Paton-Walsh et al. (2005) of 0.0057 ± 0.0027 is equivalent to a C 2 H 4 to CO 2 ratio of 0.00065 ± 0.00031 or approximately half our measured value of 0.0012 ± 0.0003. Akagi et al. (2012) also report a rapid drop in C 2 H 4 to CO ratios as the smoke ages.
Similarly, the H 2 CO to CO enhancement ratios of 0.023 ± 0.007 and 0.016 ± 0.004 reported by Paton-Walsh et al. (2005) and Young and Paton-Walsh (2011) respectively are equivalent to a H 2 CO to CO 2 ratio of 0.0026 ± 0.0008 and 0.0018 ± 0.0005, in broad agreement with our mean measured value of 0.0016 ± 0.0004.
New emission factors for Australian temperate forest fires
Emission factors for CO 2 and CO were calculated by the summation method as described in Sect. 4.3. The results are shown in Table 4 for each individual fire along with the mean and standard deviation from all of the fires sampled. Emission factors for all other gases were calculated (via Eq. 5) from the CO 2 and CO emission factors for the relevant fires and the emission ratios in Table 3 . The uncertainties were calculated by combining in quadrature the uncertainties in the emission ratios with the uncertainty of the emission factor of the reference gas (CO or CO 2 ) as outlined in Appendix B. For CO 2 and CO emission factors, the measurement uncertainty (which is dominated by the uncertainty in the fractional carbon content of the fuel) exceeds the variability between fires. For all other gases, the standard deviation of the mean is greater than the measurement uncertainty for emission factors from individual fires, indicating large true natural variability in the emissions of these gases. The most natural variability is seen for CH 3 OH, HCOOH and NH 3 , with CH 4 and C 2 H 4 displaying less variability and H 2 CO the least variability in emission factors from the fires that we sampled. The larger of these two numbers (measurement uncertainty or one-sigma standard deviation) is taken as the uncertainty in the mean emission factor for each trace gas.
Discussion of the applicability of new emission factors in this study
For many trace gases, the new emission factors presented here are the first provided in the literature for Australian forest fires. The predominance of eucalypt species mean that the fuels in this ecosystem may vary substantially from generic "extratropical forest" biomes. Nevertheless, there is still great uncertainty in the factors that drive the large variability in emission factors and thus not all models are driven mainly by regional-scale emissions factors van Leeuwen et al., 2013) . The emission factors presented here are from a relatively small number of hazard reduction burns all within 100 km of each other. Hazard reduction burns should burn with less intensity then the wildfires that they are designed to inhibit, and hence lower MCE values and different emission factors might be expected. For these reasons, the emission factors measured during this study may not necessarily be the most applicable for those wanting to model atmospheric impacts of large-scale wildfires in Australia. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that several trace gases had emission ratios that were in agreement with those measured in remotely sensed smoke plumes from wildfires. Whether the emission factors for hazard reduction burning and for wildfires are significantly different is still an unanswered question. The fire-averaged MCE values that we determined for each fire are one piece of evidence that we can use as an indication of how representative our measurements are likely to be of other fires in this ecosystem. MCE values in this study ranged from a minimum of 0.88 at the Lane Cove burn to a maximum of 0.91 at the Abaroo Creek burn. This is a surprisingly small spread in MCE values given the significantly different measurement geometries. These MCE values are comparable to those calculated from the mean emission factors for CO 2 and CO presented by Akagi et al. (2011) for temperate forests of 0.92 and for extratropical forests of 0.89 (where extratropical forests represent a weighted average of boreal and temperate forests based on GFED3 biomass consumption estimates; van der Werf et al., 2010) . Mean MCE values reported for laboratory burns by Burling et al. (2010) are slightly higher at 0.93 ± 0.04, but Yokelson et al. (2013) conclude that laboratory fires most probably yield higher MCE values due to typically lower fuel moisture content and the lack of wind to sustain smouldering combustion.
Thus MCE values that we obtain in this study are similar to what we would expect from a fire-averaged hazard reduction burn. This lends confidence that open-path FTS methodology is a reasonably sound technique for measuring a representative sample, as long as care is taken to ensure that the line of sight chosen captures flaming emissions as well as smouldering and the results are weighted to the total enhancements measured.
Despite the caveats of a small sample size and small geographic spread of sites sampled, the emission factors provided here are the first for many trace gases from Australian forest fires. Therefore, for those wishing to model emissions using geographical regions, we recommend the use of our mean emission factors to characterise the emissions from Australian forest fires in fire inventories.
Comparison of emission factors to previous studies
We can compare our emission factors for CO 2 , CO and CH 4 to those measured previously by Hurst et al. (1996) , who quoted emission factors in terms of fraction of fuel carbon burned (i.e C i / C T ). If we make the same assumption as we did in this study (that the fractional carbon content is 50 %) and apply this to their quoted values, we get equivalent emission factors of 1560 g CO 2 kg −1 of dry fuel consumed, 106 g CO kg −1 of dry fuel consumed and 3.6 g CH 4 kg −1 of dry fuel consumed. Our estimates give a slightly larger amount of total carbon emerging as both CO 2 and CO than that estimated by Hurst et al. (1996) and a very similar value for CH 4 . The small differences in emission factors for CO 2 and CO can be fully accounted for in the different assumptions made about carbon emissions that were not measured -i.e. in this study we assumed that the total measured carbon emissions were approximately equal to the total emitted Table 4 . Emission factors (EF gas ) in g kg −1 and uncertainties for each fire along with the mean and standard deviation of the emission factors from all of the fires sampled. The measurement uncertainty in the mean result is shown in parentheses. 4.8 ± 0.9 2.9 ± 0.5 2.7 ± 0.4 2.7 ± 0.5 4.8 ± 0.9 3.6 ± 1.1 (0.6) 3.9 ± 2.4 5.7 ± 3.2 EF C 2 H 4 1.6 ± 0.3 1.1 ± 0.2 1.1 ± 0.2 1.1 ± 0.2 1.5 ± 0.3 1.3 ± 0.3 (0.25) 1.1 ± 0.4 1.4 ± 0.4 EF H 2 CO 2.4 ± 0.4 1.5 ± 0.3 1.4 ± 0.2 1.7 ± 0.3 1.8 ± 0.3 1.7 ± 0.4 (0.3) 2.3 ± 1.1 1.9 ± 1.1 EF CH 3 OH 4.0 ± 0.8 1.6 ± 0.3 1.5 ± 0.3 1.6 ± 0.3 3.2 ± 0.6 2.4 ± 1.2 (0.4) 1.9 ± 1.4 2.7 ± 1.8 EF CH 3 COOH 5.5 ± 1.2 2.8 ± 0.6 2.6 ± 0.6 3.6 ± 0.8 4.8 ± 1.0 3.8 ± 1.3 (0.8) 2.0 ± 1. carbon, whilst Hurst et al. (1996) assumed 6 % carbon emitted in ash.
There are no previously published emission factors for Australian temperate forest fires for any of the other gases measured in this study, but for comparison the mean values for temperate forest fires and extratropical fires in other parts of the world are given in the final columns of Table 4 ( Akagi et al., 2011) . Very large estimates of the natural variability for many trace gases are presented by Akagi et al. (2011) and consequently all our results overlap within the stated uncertainties and expected ranges. However, our emission factor for CO is quite a bit higher and closer to their estimated mean value for extratropical forests of 122 ± 44 g kg −1 dry fuel consumed.
Also of note are higher emission factors for CH 3 COOH and NH 3 (also more typical of extratropical forest estimates) and significantly lower C 2 H 6 emissions as reported previously by Paton-Walsh et al. (2005) .
Summary and conclusions
We present results from open-path FTIR measurements of emission factors for Australian temperate forest fires from five hazard reduction burns in New South Wales. A detailed description of the measurement set-up and analysis procedure is given, including spectral regions used for retrieving several trace gases from highly polluted smoky environments. Different methods for deriving best estimates for fire-averaged emission factors are presented and we conclude that, for our measurement geometry, it is best to use a wholefire integrated method (or "summation method") to derive emission factors for CO 2 and CO. For all other trace gases, we recommend that the emission factor is derived using the emission ratio to one of these reference gases (CO 2 or CO), whichever gives the strongest correlation.
Despite possible sampling biases, the MCE values obtained lend confidence that open-path Fourier transform spectrometry is probably capable of capturing a reasonably representative sample of flaming and smouldering combustion when a suitable viewing geometry is available. Our sample size is quite small, with all the fires being hazard reduction burns from a relatively small geographic spread. Nevertheless, in the absence of any alternative measurements for many gases in this ecosystem, we recommend our mean emission factors for use in region-specific biomass burning inventories.
The recommended ecosystem-specific emission factors for Australian temperate forest fires (in grams of gas emitted per kilogram of dry fuel burned) are therefore 1620 ± 160 g kg −1 of CO 2 ; 120 ± 20 g kg −1 of CO; 3.6 ± 1.1 g kg −1 of CH 4 ; 1.3 ± 0.3 g kg −1 of C 2 H 4 ; 1.7 ± 0.4 g kg −1 of H 2 CO; 2.4 ± 1.2 g kg −1 of CH 3 OH; 3.8 ± 1.3 g kg −1 of CH 3 COOH; 0.4 ± 0.2 g kg −1 of HCOOH; 1.6 ± 0.6 g kg −1 of NH 3 ; 0.15 ± 0.09 g kg 
A1 Quantitative analysis of infrared spectra
The MALT model requires environmental parameters (temperature and pressure) along with parameters that describe the spectrometer and the resulting instrument line shape in order to calculate the synthetic spectrum. Each of these instrument parameters may be fixed or fitted during the retrieval process. If an instrument parameter is fitted, then the initially assigned value is also adjusted (along with the trace gas mole fractions) such that the final value minimises the difference between the measured and simulated spectra. In this study, the Bomem MB-100 Series FTIR spectrometer was modelled using a resolution of 0.96 cm −1 (fixed), a field of view of 22 milliradians (fixed), with a Hamming apodisation function applied to match the apodisation applied to the measured spectra. The spectrometer had a few imperfections that resulted in a non-ideal instrument line shape. An imperfect alignment causes a phase error and shifts the wave-number scale from the true line positions that are listed in the HITRAN database. The phase error was assigned an initial value of −2 • and the wave-number shift assigned an initial value of 0.1 cm −1 and both these parameters were fitted during the retrieval. An empirical asymmetry function was applied to the MALT simulated spectra in order to replicate the actual instrument line shape better (in addition to fitting a phase error).
Imperfect alignment also causes a broadening of the line widths of absorbing gases. This additional broadening is described by an instrument parameter called the "effective apodisation". This is a trapezoidal apodisation function varying from zero (equivalent to a boxcar function for a perfectly aligned instrument) to a value of one (representing a triangular apodisation function). This parameter was fitted for the retrieval of some trace gases (to obtain the best possible fit) and fixed for others, particularly weak absorbers (in order to ensure a stable fit). Finally, in fitting the simulated spectrum to the measured spectrum, MALT can allow different degrees of freedom in fitting the continuum level (i.e. the intensity of radiation at each wave number with no absorption lines present). In most of the spectral regions used in this study, a second-order polynomial fit to the continuum level was used (allowing for some non-linear variation of the optical transmission across the wave-number range used).
A2 Spectral region for fitting carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide
Carbon dioxide exhibits strong infrared absorptions, even at ambient mole fractions. Unfortunately, the vibrationalrotational band for the asymmetric stretch of the main isotope of carbon dioxide ( 12 CO 2 ) is saturated at current background amounts (∼ 394 ppm). This makes carbon dioxide surprisingly difficult to retrieve accurately from the type of infrared spectra recorded here. Many spectral regions were trialled during this study and these tests showed that a poorly chosen spectral region can introduce inaccuracies of up to 20 %. In the end, the region from 2080 to 2270 cm −1 was chosen for the retrieval of CO 2 and CO from the spectra recorded through smoke at the hazard reduction burns. Nitrous oxide (N 2 O) and water (H 2 O) are also fitted as interfering absorbers in this window. The phase error and effective apodisation are adjusted during the non-linear least squares fitting retrieval and a second-order polynomial fit to the continuum level is allowed. This spectral region (from 2080 to 2270 cm −1 ) is reliant on the sensitivity provided by absorption bands of the second most abundant isotope ( 13 CO 2 ). Photosynthesis results in proportionally less 13 C in the vegetation that is burning than in the atmosphere, so reliance on 13 CO 2 is likely to introduce a negative bias of between 0.5 and 2 % depending on the type of vegetation and its main photosynthetic pathway. These biases are small compared to the total uncertainties (discussed in detail in Appendix B) and no attempt is made to correct for them. Comparisons show that mole fractions derived from this region are in good agreement (always < 5 %) with the results given by the region from 3520 to 3775 cm −1 , which includes strong features for both 12 CO 2 and 13 CO 2 . This latter region also has very strong H 2 O absorption and this leads to low signal-tonoise ratio and lower precision. For this reason, the 3520-3775 cm −1 window was used only to confirm the accuracy of the chosen region for highly polluted atmospheres. The accuracy of this retrieval method was tested using a series of dilutions of a calibration mixture (containing 1 % of each of CO 2 , CO, CH 4 , C 2 H 2 , C 2 H 4 and C 2 H 6 ,) measured with a White cell with an optical path of 22.2 metres, coupled to a Bomem MB-100 Series FTIR spectrometer similar to that used for the open-path measurements. The results showed that the spectral region from 3520 to 3775 cm −1 (with the strong CO 2 and H 2 O absorptions) produced CO 2 mole fractions within 1 % of the true known calibration values. For very low mole fractions of CO 2 (ambient levels and below in the 22.2 m White cell) the chosen region (from 2080 to 2270 cm −1 ) failed to retrieve accurate mole fractions. This was due to the combination of a short path length, low pressure and unusually low mole fractions producing very weak absorption features. However, within the range of absorbances used before and during the fires, the results are consistent between the two regions, demonstrating accuracy within 5 %. CO mole fractions retrieved from the chosen spectral region (from 2080 to 2270 cm −1 ) were within 2 % of the true known calibration values. It should be noted that these uncertainties are only one contributor to the total uncertainty budget, which is described in detail later in this paper. These results for the calibration of CO 2 and CO are consistent with the open-path calibration results of Smith et al. (2011) .
A3 Spectral regions and parameters for fitting other trace gases
A single standardised region was chosen to fit ethylene (C 2 H 4 ) and ammonia (NH 3 ) together from 920 to 1000 cm −1 , with water also retrieved as an interfering species. Phase error and effective apodisation were both adjusted during the retrieval to optimise the fit, and the continuum level was fitted using a second-order polynomial. Standardised region fitting phase error, effective apodisation and a second-order polynomial to the continuum level were also chosen for methane (CH 4 ) from 2980 to 3105 cm −1 , (with H 2 O also retrieved) and for formic acid (HCOOH) from 1060 to 1150 cm −1 with H 2 O and NH 3 also retrieved as interfering species. It should be noted that this relatively wide window from 1060 to 1150 cm −1 incorporates P, Q and R branches of HCOOH and gave significantly better fits to the spectra showing the highest mole fractions (i.e. the smokiest spectra), fitting the NH 3 interference and the continuum level curvature much better than a narrower window (1098-1114 cm −1 ) trialled first.
Both methanol (CH 3 OH) and formaldehyde (H 2 CO) were retrieved fitting only the phase error (with the effective apodisation fixed at zero since this produced a more stable fit for these broad absorbers), and a second-order polynomial fitted to the continuum level. The spectral region fitted to retrieve H 2 CO was 2710-2810 cm −1 with interfering H 2 O also retrieved and from 920 to 980 cm −1 for CH 3 OH with H 2 O and NH 3 also fitted as interfering species.
Acetic acid (CH 3 COOH) is not available in the HITRAN database and so a library spectrum was used as the basis function for the absorption coefficients (Hurst et al., 1996; Sharpe et al., 2004) . Both phase error and effective apodisation were fitted but only a simple slope in continuum level was permitted in the fit because a second-order polynomial fit to the continuum level interfered with the correct retrieval of the shallow absorption of acetic acid. The region chosen was 1130-1230 cm −1 and H 2 O, NH 3 and HCOOH were fitted as interfering species.
The region from 2971 to 3002 cm −1 was used to fit weak C 2 H 6 absorption features, fitting H 2 O, CH 4 and C 2 H 4 as interfering species, a second-order polynomial fitted to the background and allowing only the phase to vary (with the effective apodisation fixed since this produced a more stable retrieval for this weak absorber). The absorption features were too weak in most spectra to produce a stable fit and so results are provided from a single fire where the strongest trace gas enhancements were measured. Table 1 summarises all the spectral regions and parameters used in this study, along with another region from 710 to 760 cm −1 used to derive acetylene (C 2 H 2 ) and hydrogen cyanide (HCN) in spectra recorded at savanna burns in Northern Australia and reported in the partner paper (Smith et al., 2014) . These gases could not be retrieved from the spectra measured in this study because the particular mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) detector used had insufficient sensitivity in this spectral region. (MCT detectors have different optical cut-offs and the sensitivity of the MCT used in the savanna fires study extends to longer wavelengths than the one used for the forest fires described in this paper).
Example fits for all of the spectral regions used are given in Fig. 2 and [CO] is the assumed temperature, which causes both a spectral error (because the wrong line shape and line strengths are assumed in the fitting algorithm) and a density error, due to assuming the wrong air density when converting from the measured concentration in the line of path to mole fraction. The temperature was measured at a single point close to the spectrometer but in reality the temperature may vary substantially across the spectrometer's line of sight with a significant probability of increased temperatures where there are enhanced amounts of trace gases absorbing such as in the flaming emissions from the fire. However, flames are unlikely to cover the whole path length and so we estimated that the temperature error was likely to be approximately 20 • C. This estimate is meant to account for the possibility that a large temperature error for a fraction of the path may be more significant than a smaller temperature error over the entire path. Very large errors in the temperature are expected to produce easily identified effects like large errors in the spectral fits, or anomalous behaviour in the correlation plots. (The latter effect was identified for CH 4 and NH 3 in a subset of spectra from Alfords Point and these spectra were removed before calculating emission ratios.) The resulting density error was calculated assuming ideal gas behaviour and the spectral errors were taken from the sensitivity studies undertaken by Smith et al. (2011) . The different temperature errors are obviously correlated and so the combined uncertainty was determined by some basic sensitivity studies. In the case of CO 2 the density and spectral temperature errors are in the same direction giving a combined error of 15.3 % for an underestimation of the temperature of 20 • C, whereas for CO they partially compensate giving an overall temperature error of 5.1 %. These combined temperature uncertainties are added in quadrature from those resulting from uncertainties in the assumed background mole fractions, spectral fitting errors and errors in the HITRAN lines used in the retrieval. The resulting overall uncertainty estimates are 16.3 % for [CO 2 ] and 6.3 % for [CO] , and the contributions are summarised in Table B1 .
B2 Uncertainties in EF CO 2 and EF CO
However, the resulting uncertainty in the emission factor calculated for CO 2 is very different because it depends upon the ratio C i / C T -i.e. the ratio of [CO 2 ] to the sum of [CO 2 ], [CO] , and the other carbon-containing species. Since [CO 2 ] is the dominant term in both the numerator and the denominator, uncertainties in this value are largely cancelled out, leaving an uncertainty in the ratio C CO 2 / C T ≤ 1.5 %. For CO, the opposite scenario is true because the uncertainties in [CO 2 ] and [CO] combine to produce an uncertainty in the ratio C CO / C T ≤ 15 %. Uncertainties in the molecular masses are vanishingly small but there is a large uncertainty in the carbon content of the fuel (F C ) which is not measured but taken to be 0.50 ± 0.05. This value of 0.5 is the same as that used by Bennett et al. (2013) , and our estimated uncertainties encompasses the value used for the fuel fraction from trees by Volkova and Weston (2013) of 0.47 taken from the IPCC (2004) and the mean values measured by Burling et al. (2010) of 0.51 ± 0.03 for fuels from southern USA. The carbon content of the fuel turns out to be the dominant uncertainty for calculating the emission factor for CO 2 and a major uncertainty in the emission factor for CO. The resulting overall uncertainty estimates are 10 % for EF CO 2 and 16 % for EF CO , and the contributions are summarised in Table B2 .
B3 Uncertainties in emission ratios
Uncertainties in the emission ratios are calculated from the relevant uncertainties in the gradient of the correlation plot of target gas and reference gas. The generalised least squares regression yields an uncertainty in the gradient but this value contains only random uncertainty and assumes that the uncertainties of each point are uncorrelated. Thus other factors that contribute to the uncertainty must also be considered. Table B3 shows the contributing factors to the uncertainties of the derived emission ratios, broken into contributions from the target gas ( gas) and the reference gas ( ref) -CO 2 or CO. Component values for the uncertainties arising from spectral temperature sensitivities are estimated by assuming a maximum 20 • C temperature error and adding sensitivities of target gas and reference gas in quadrature. (Whilst these errors are clearly not uncorrelated, the true correlation of the sensitivities of each gas are complicated by strong non-linearity and by feedbacks into the spectral fitting errors. COOH values for the spectral temperature sensitivity and the HITRAN uncertainty and are not available or not relevant and instead an estimated value of 10 % is assigned to both the spectral temperature uncertainty and to the uncertainty in the library spectrum cross sections (equivalent to a HITRAN error) so that an estimate may be obtained for the overall emission ratio uncertainty.
Thus adding in quadrature provides a very approximate estimate commensurate with the other difficulties in obtaining a good estimate of our true measurement uncertainty.) Relevant spectral sensitivities and uncertainties in the HI-TRAN database are taken from the literature where available (Paton-Walsh et al., 2005; Pinnock and Shine, 1998; Rothman et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2011) . For CH 3 COOH these values are not available and an estimated value of 10 % is assigned to both the spectral temperature uncertainty and to the uncertainty in the library spectrum cross sections (equivalent to a HITRAN error). Uncertainties in the derived gradients were taken from the generalised least squares regressions (using data from the fire that yielded the worst R 2 values -so as to provide a worst-case scenario). The spectral fitting uncertainty estimated during the MALT fitting algorithm is also included because this is often not random but dominated by errors in the forward model. Uncertainties in the reference gases ( ref) were calculated using the components in Table B1 , but excluding the uncertainties in background mole fractions and the error in density correction arising from temperature uncertainties. These components are excluded because the former does not contribute to the gradient and the latter cancels out as it produces the same error in the target gas and the reference gas. This yields an uncertainty in ref of 10 % for CO 2 and 3 % for CO. Finally, all uncertainties are added in quadrature to give a total uncertainty for each emission ratio (see Table B3 ).
B4 Uncertainties in emission factors
Finally, measurement uncertainties in emission factors were determined for each trace gas by combining in quadrature the uncertainties in the emission ratio with the uncertainty in the emission factor of the relevant reference gas (CO 2 or CO). These uncertainties are shown in parentheses in Table 4 . For CO 2 and CO, the measurement uncertainty exceeds the fire to fire variability and so the uncertainty in the mean emission factor given is the measurement uncertainty. For all other gases, the fire-to-fire variability dominates and the quoted uncertainty in the emission factor is the 1σ standard deviation of the mean.
